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Abstract—The uncoordinated nature of impulse radio ultra-
wide bandwidth (UWB) transmissions leads to multiple-user in-
terference (MUI) at each receiver. Due to use of a repetition code
and multipath propagation, a Rake receiver has many partial
decision statistics available for use in forming a symbol decision.
Novel time-hopped UWB Rake receiver structures have been
designed that aim to mitigate MUI by sensing the presence of
MUI in the partial decision statistics associated with each received
symbol. The presented IS method responds to mistimed pulses
arising from interfering users for each repeated pulse (frame) of
the symbol, in each Rake finger, yielding a signal that is correlated
with signals from interfering users but uncorrelated with the
desired-user signal. Receivers are presented that use MUI-sensing
in selection of the best received pulses for combining, i.e., pulses
less likely to be catastrophically corrupted by a pulse due to an
interfering user. Also considered are nonlinear receiver structures
in which MUI-sensing is used to select a subset of partial decision
statistics to undergo nonlinear processing and/or combining.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wide bandwidth (UWB) systems are an attractive tech-

nique for simultaneous, collocated frequency reuse, making

available a wide bandwidth for unlicensed applications. This

bandwidth might otherwise go unused at a particular time and

point in space, but extremely low transmitted power spectral

density allows UWB systems to underlay licensed narrowband

users without causing harmful interference.

Impulse radio (IR) UWB systems use an ultra-short signal-

ing pulse transmitted at baseband. Indoor UWB applications

suggest a number of similar devices may be located at close

range, and the uncoordinated nature of IR-UWB transmissions

from different users leads to multiple-user interference (MUI)

at each receiver. Use of a time-hopping (TH) code together

with a low duty cycle provides some protection against

catastrophic interference from multiple users, imparting each

transmitted pulse in a symbol with a time shift according to

a code unique to each user[1], [2]. However, a conventional

matched-filter (CMF) receiver has been shown to be ineffective

in the presence of significant MUI, and in particular does not

efficiently exploit the potential of the time-hopping system.

Time-hopped systems have substantially different MUI

characteristics than IR-UWB systems that employ direct-

sequence codes, or multiband UWB systems, and demand

different MUI models for use in system analysis and design;

the Gaussian interference model which has been used exten-

sively for a variety of communication systems is generally

not an accurate model for this case. The problem of MUI

in TH-UWB communication systems has been examined in a

number of published works (see [3] and references therein).

Many of the receiver structures considered in these works

treat MUI due to interfering impulse radios as an additional

source of (non-Gaussian) noise at the receiver. The MUI is

characterized by probability distributions with heavier tails

than the Gaussian distribution, more suitable for modeling im-

pulsive disturbances. For example, the Laplace distribution[4],

[5], generalized Gaussian distribution[6], and alpha-stable

distribution[7] have been considered for modeling MUI or

MUI-plus-AWGN. Receivers are designed according to each

MUI model. Since an effective UWB receiver must work

well in the continuum between the low-SNR–high-SIR regime,

which will have Gaussian noise as a dominant impairment,

and the high-SNR–low-SIR regime, which will be dominated

by non-Gaussian interference, the best receivers have adaptive

implementations[3].

The present work takes a different approach. The repetition

code and multipath channel provide rich diversity at the re-

ceiver, and the new approach takes advantage of the TH-UWB

signaling format to develop interference-sensing (IS) statistics

useful in processing and combining the received pulses for

each symbol. TH-UWB symbols are typically transmitted over

many frames, with one pulse per frame, and the use of time-

hopping implies that relatively few of the transmitted pulses

associated with a given source symbol are likely to overlap

pulses from a different user with a different hopping code;

some frames will experience catastrophic interference but

others will experience little to no interference. This motivates

structures which sense interference on a frame-by-frame basis

without relying on a stochastic interference model. The IS

signal can be used to select some frames for inclusion in the

decision statistic for a particular symbol, and exclude others.

The signal can also be used to alter receiver processing on a

frame-by-frame basis.

Other work has considered the problem of combining statis-

tics from frames and multipath components (e.g., [8]). Our

approach is different, yielding simple structures applicable to

both linear and nonlinear receivers.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides an

overview and the system model. Section III presents one type

of MUI-sensing structure. Section IV applies this structure

to two forms of IS-based receiver. Performance results and

discussion are provided in Section V, and conclusions can be

found in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. Generic block diagram of the proposed receiver structures with
correlator-level interference sensing. The combining block represents both
finger and frame combining.

II. OVERVIEW AND SYSTEM MODEL

The TH-UWB signal format considered here is as follows.

Each binary source symbol d
(k)
j ∈ {−1, 1} is transmitted

over Ns frames of length Tf , with one pulse p(t) of duration

Tp ≪ Tf per frame. The frames are divided into chip slots of

duration Tc, with the slot used to transmit a particular pulse

chosen in each frame according to a hopping code {c(k)
i }

unique to the kth user. With energy per bit Eb, the transmitted

TH-BPSK signal for the kth user can be written as

s(k)(t) =

√

Eb

Ns

∞
∑

i=−∞

d
(k)
⌊i/Ns⌋

p
(

t − iTf − c
(k)
i Tc

)

(1)

where ⌊x⌋ is the nearest integer less than or equal to x.
An effective TH-UWB receiver must be designed to operate

in the dense multipath which characterizes the UWB indoor

propagation channel[9], [10]. The basic receiver structure we

will consider is the Rake receiver pictured in Fig. 1. (The

conventional Rake receiver does not contain the block labeled

interference sensing, nor the blocks labeled “g(·)”; these will

be discussed in the sequel.) Each finger of the Rake receiver is

matched to the signal received on a resolvable path or group of

paths, and correlates the received signal with a template pulse

at relative delay κl. The fine time resolution of impulse radio

UWB signals leads to a large number of resolvable paths, and

an impractically large number of Rake fingers may be needed

to capture all signal energy. The receivers considered here are

selection Rake receivers, which match a reduced number of

Rake fingers, L, to the strongest received paths. The signal

amplitude on the lth path will be denoted αl.

The combining block in Fig. 1 produces a weighted sum of

the L finger outputs for all Ns frames used to transmit a given

source symbol. Each of the NsL finger outputs λi,l will be

termed a partial decision statistic (PDS). The receivers we will

consider use maximal-ratio combining (MRC) of correlator

PDSs from L fingers to form Ns frame PDSs, and equal-gain

combining of frame PDSs to form the overall decision statistic.

The receiver decides on the transmitted symbol based on the

sign of the decision statistic Λ.
The conventional receiver using linear combining is the

optimal receiver when the only channel impairment is AWGN,

but it does not perform well in the presence of significant MUI

which is non-Gaussian[3]. Accurate characterizations for the

probability distribution of the MUI lead to a receiver designs

with an appropriate nonlinear g(·) block in each finger, applied

to each correlator PDS (i.e., in Fig. 1, all switches are set to

the lower position).

The receivers proposed in this paper introduce the inter-

ference sensing block pictured in Fig. 1. The purpose of this

block is to indicate, on a per-PDS basis, which frames may

have experienced catastrophic overlap with a pulse from a

different user. Observing Fig. 2, a collision has occurred in

the pictured frame, but in a subsequent frame likely the pulses

will hop to non-overlapping chip slots. Moreover, in the noise-

free simplified example of Fig. 2, the low duty cycle suggests

that it is possible to detect pulse collisions by the presence of

signal energy just outside the user 1 correlation window. Noise

and multipath complicates the pictured model, but it can be

shown[11] that correlation with the user 1 pulse does not form

a sufficient statistic for detection in the presence of MUI, and

thus a MUI-sensing statistic may be useful.

III. AN MUI-SENSING CORRELATOR STRUCTURE

The received signal for the user of interest consists of

a superposition of the desired-user transmitted signal (after

channel propagation effects), AWGN, and interfering user

signals (after different channel propagation effects). When all

interfering users employ a common signaling pulse shape, the

interference process will itself be a superposition of pulses of

common shape. The pulses due to the other users are time-

shifted since users transmit asynchronously and according to

their own time-hopping code, scaled due to propagation effects

such as path length, and possibly inverted by interferer data

bits. Superposition of pulses is also due to multipath propaga-

tion, with each propagation path having an associated delay,

attenuation, and possible inversion. Each pulse transmitted by

every user gives rise to a large number of pulses at the receiver.

We therefore form an IS signal that responds to this common

pulse shape when a received pulse is time-shifted from the

desired pulse, but that does not respond to a pulse at the correct

timing.1

1An interfering pulse which is essentially in synchronism with the desired
pulse will occur with some nonzero probability. The proposed IS schemes
instead detect shifted (mistimed) pulses, which can have significant destructive
effect on the PDS, and which have higher probability of occurrence than a
perfectly-timed interfering pulse. Use of the PDS and IS together for PDS
selection is accomplished by an IS-zonal structure considered in [11] following
from the work of [12]. IS receivers using nonlinear PDS transformations can
also be viewed as an IS-PDS approach to MUI mitigation.
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Fig. 2. An example TH-UWB pulse in the absence of noise and interference,
together with an asynchronous TH-UWB interfering pulse. The box indicates
the typical user-1 correlation template.

Let a single received desired-user pulse p(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ Tp

be sampled at rate 1/Tq to form a vector of Nq samples, p =

[p(0), p(Tq), . . . , p((Nq−1)Tq)]
⊤ ≡ [[p(nTq)]]

Nq−1
n=0 . Note that

p(t) has been time-shifted to the origin and is normalized to

unit energy. The received signal r(t) is sampled at the same

instants to form vector r = [[r(nTq)]]
Nq−1
n=0 and correlated

in discrete time with a length-Nq template v. The AWGN

component of the sampled received signal is denoted z, while

the normalized component of r due to the kth interfering user

in the ith frame is denoted p
θ
(k)
i

= [[p(nTq−θ
(k)
i )]]

Nq−1
n=0 . The

ith partial decision statistic can therefore be written

λi = r⊤v = Acdp
⊤v +

∑

k

Akdkp
⊤

θ
(k)
i

v + z⊤i v (2)

where d and Ac are the data symbol and chip amplitude of the

desired user, respectively, and Ak and dk are the data symbol

and chip amplitude of the kth interfering user.

The IS structure considered here is termed an IS correlator,

and forms

ξi = r⊤u = Acdp
⊤u +

∑

k

Akdkp
⊤

θ
(k)
i

u + z⊤i u. (3)

Ideally, ξi contains no contribution from the first term of (3);

i.e., u and p are orthogonal so p⊤

0 u = 0. Also, the second

term of (3) should be representative of the second term of (2);

ideally, p⊤

θ
(k)
i

u = p⊤

θ
(k)
i

v for θ
(k)
i 6= 0.

The various sources of time offset for each interferer have

been summarized in the single random variable θ
(k)
i . The

hopping code ensures each frame has a unique realization of

{θ(k)
i }, {Ak}, and {dk}, making an exact frame-dependent

solution for u impractical. Instead, a set of uniformly spaced

{θ(k)
i } will be used to determine a static template u that does

not depend on the particular interferer realization, but does

respond to typical MUI realizations.

The resulting system of linear equations is, in matrix form,

WPSu = WdS. (4)

The Nqth row of (4) corresponds to the desired-user signal,

while each remaining row corresponds to a test p
θ
(k)
i

, i.e.,

a shifted pulse due to an interferer. The ith column of the

(2Nq − 1) × Nq matrix PS is thus [0Nq−i p0i−1]
⊤, where

0n denotes a length-n vector of zeros, and i = 1, . . . , Nq.

The vector ds is the desired response vector, equal to zero

for the Nqth row, and d̄ip
⊤

θi
v elsewhere, where p⊤

θi
is the ith

row of PS and the {d̄i} are design parameters which control

the symmetry of the solution u. A (2Nq − 1) × (2Nq − 1)
diagonal matrix W can be used to control the optimization

via nonnegative weights on its diagonal.

Eqn. (4) is an overdetermined system of (2Nq − 1) equa-

tions in Nq unknowns, and generally an exact solution does

not exist; the basic construction is ill-posed. To provide an

approximate solution while controlling the noise energy in

the IS correlator output, the problem can be considered as

a Tikhonov regularization problem[13] that seeks to minimize

‖W(PSu− dS)‖2
+ δT ‖u‖2

where δT is the regularization

parameter. Lower δT improves the interference-sensing prop-

erties of u in the absence of noise, while higher δT gives lower

AWGN power in the IS statistic. A typical value for fixed δT

is 1/2Tq, or alternately in a given optimization a value for δT

constraining ‖u‖2
to a particular value can be found.

The problem has analytical solution

u =
(

P⊤

SW2PS + δT I
)−1

PS
⊤W2dS . (5)

The matrix inversion in (5) is always well-conditioned for

δT > 0. In the case where an assumed pulse shape is used as a

receiver template, (5) can be precomputed based on this pulse

shape. When the desired-user pulse shape is instead estimated

at the receiver, the estimated p̂ can be used in (5) during

the receiver set-up phase. Since {d̄i} with odd symmetry and

{d̄i} with even symmetry lead to weakly correlated solution

templates, both solutions can be used together in one receiver

to improve sensitivity to MUI, as in Section V. In the case of

the even-symmetric solution, it is necessary to put additional

weight on the Nqth row of (4) to effectively null the desired

user; this is not needed in the odd-symmetric case.

The correlator response to interfering pulses at various shifts

is pictured in Fig. 3 using the second-order Gaussian monocy-

cle pulse p(t)=(4/
√

6Tm) exp[−2π(t/Tm)2][1−4π(t/Tm)2].

IV. RECEIVER STRUCTURES EMPLOYING IS

This section describes receivers in which the processing of

each PDS is altered by a hard decision based on each IS statis-

tic (ISS). Two techniques are considered. The first omits a PDS

from combining when the magnitude of the corresponding ISS

exceeds a threshold. Thus, PDSs are selected for combining

based on the ISSs, and this will be termed the “selection”

method. In Fig. 1, this is represented by the control of the

combiner block by the IS block. The second technique applies

a nonlinear operation to each PDS for which the magnitude

of the corresponding ISS exceeds a threshold. Other PDSs are

passed to the combiner unaltered. We term this the “switching”

method. In Fig. 1 this is represented by control of the switches

preceding each g(·) block by the IS block.
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Fig. 3. The interference-sensing correlator response to an interfering
pulse, using same-symmetry (ISC-SS) and opposite-symmetry (ISC-OS)
interference-sensing correlation templates. The interferer index represents the
relative delay of the interfering pulse.

Define a set J which contains the frame and finger indices

(i, l) for IS statistics with magnitude less than a threshold η

J = {(i, l)| |ξi,l| < η}. (6)

Note that the form of (6) is the same for the various receivers

considered here, but η is receiver-dependent. The decision

statistic for the ISS selection-based receivers can then be

written as

Λ =
∑

i,l∈J

αlg (λi,l) (7)

where g(x) is a PDS transformation function according to the

type of receiver. For the linear receiver using MRC weights on

each PDS, g(x) = x. For the hard-limiting receiver considered

here, g(x) = gHL(x) = sgn(x). For the soft-limiting receiver

g(x) = gSL(x) =











Ac, Acαl ≤ x

x/αl, −Acαl < x < Acαl

−Ac, x ≤ −Acαl.

(8)

In the block diagram of Fig. 1, the g(·) blocks are always

active for the nonlinear selection methods, and IS controls

the combiner. Other transformations can also be used, such

as the p-order metric transformation of [6] or the zonal-based

transformation of [12].

For the switching method, the receiver decision statistic can

be written

Λ = K
∑

i,l∈J

αlg (λi,l) +
∑

i,l 6∈J

αlλi,l. (9)

The factor K balances the contributions of the transformed

and untransformed PDSs. Within each group, the PDSs should

be combined optimally in order that the switching does not

cause performance degradation. However, when both forms are

present in same overall decision statistic, the relative weighting

of the two types of PDS will determine whether ISS-based

switching is beneficial. It has been found that K = 4σ−1
z

gives good performance in the case of a hard or soft limiting

nonlinearity.
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the bit error rate performances of receivers using
IS-based selection and switching, as a function of SNR at an average SIR of
8 dB, together with the performances of the corresponding non-IS receivers,
for three interfering users in a CM1 multipath channel.

The switching technique closely approaches the perfor-

mance of the conventional receiver in small SNR or large

SIR regions, and closely approaches the performance of the

underlying nonlinear receiver in large SNR or small SIR

regions. The benefit of switching was observed in the region

where both SNR and SIR are moderate. On the other hand,

the nonlinear IS-selection receivers are superior in regions

of small SIR or large SNR. Therefore, a sensible strategy

is to alter the receiver operation based on the average SNR

and SIR, with IS used to determine whether the PDS is

passed to the combiner as-is, a nonlinear operation is applied

to the PDS before combining, or the PDS is omitted from

combining. The required IS hardware is the same in each

operating mode. Additionally, since fewer PDSs undergo the

nonlinear transformation, fewer of these expensive operations

are required, offsetting somewhat the extra effort of IS.

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The performances of the various receivers have been evalu-

ated by simulation. Example bit error rate (BER) performance

results are presented in Fig. 4 as a function of SNR at an SIR

of 8 dB, and in Fig. 5 as a function of SIR at an SNR of 16

dB, with three interfering users of uniform average power. The

presented results are for a length-9 selection Rake receiver,

operating in an IEEE 802.15.3a CM1 multipath channel[10].

The Rake templates are assumed to be perfectly estimated,

and the IS-based receivers form an IS signal for each PDS

using a pair of interference-sensing correlators as described in

Section III. A second-order Gaussian monocycle pulse shape

is used, with 16 frames per symbol, frame duration 160 ns

and chip duration 0.9 ns. The threshold η giving the smallest

BER has been used for the presented results. The receivers are

not overly sensitive to the value of η, and η can be expressed

as receiver-dependent functions of average SIR and SNR with

negligible loss in performance[11].
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the bit error rate performances of receivers using
IS-based selection and switching, as a function of SIR at an average SNR of
16 dB, together with the performances of the corresponding non-IS receivers,
for three interfering users in a CM1 multipath channel.

It can be observed in Fig. 4 that the conventional receiver

performs poorly, rapidly approaching an error floor of approx-

imately 0.04 by 15 dB SNR. In Fig. 5 also, the bit error rate

of the conventional receiver is relatively large, except when

the interference is negligible. The hard-limiting receiver and

the soft-limiting receiver, which apply the nonlinear trans-

formation to each PDS before combining, show much better

performance in Fig. 4 for large SNR, several orders of magni-

tude superior in BER to the conventional receiver. However,

these nonadaptive receivers show worse performance than the

conventional receiver at small SNR; here, Gaussian noise is

dominant, and the conventional receiver is the optimal receiver

for Gaussian noise. A similar effect is seen in Fig. 5; the

receivers with fixed nonlinear transformations perform much

better than the conventional receiver for most of the SIR range,

but at large SNR become much worse than the conventional

receiver, reflecting poorer performance in Gaussian noise.

The receiver that uses IS to select PDSs for linear com-

bining gives BER performance equal to or better than the

conventional receiver for all SNR in Fig. 4. It improves on

the conventional receiver starting at an SNR of about 5 dB,

with over two orders of magnitude better performance for large

SNR. At moderate to large SNR, the receivers employing static

nonlinear transformations have superior performance to the

receiver using linear combining with IS. The receiver using

the IS structure is able to avoid most but not all interference,

and linear combining remains sensitive even to rare interfering

pulses. In Fig. 5, again the linear IS receiver always matches

or improves on the conventional receiver, and it is much better

than the conventional receiver for low SIR. For example, at

a BER of 10−2, the IS receiver is approximately 7 dB better

in SIR than the CMF receiver. The linear receivers also are

much better than the static nonlinear receivers for large SIR.

While the nonlinear receivers offer superior performance to

the IS-based linear receiver for small SIR, the performance

difference is smaller in this moderate-SNR case than for the

largest values of SNR examined in Fig. 4.

The receivers employing both IS and a nonlinear operation

are seen to have the best BER performance for all SNRs in

the comparison of Fig. 4, improving on the static nonlinear

receivers for SNRs greater than 12 dB with over one order

of magnitude better BER performance at large SNR. In the

moderate-SNR region, the IS signal is used to switch the non-

linear transformation per-PDS, while for larger SNR values,

the IS signal is used to select transformed PDSs for combining.

Superior BER performance versus SIR is observed in Fig. 5.

More complex nonlinear PDS transformation techniques

have been evaluated in similar structures, and in each case

improvement was observed over the underlying technique. It

has also been observed that a computationally simpler hard

or soft limiter used together with an IS structure can be as

effective as a receiver using more complex nonlinearities such

as that of [6].

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel MUI sensing concept has been presented together

with Rake receiver designs employing MUI sensing structures.

The new designs offer superior performance compared to the

both the conventional receiver and compared to corresponding

nonlinear receivers when MUI is significant, and no loss of

performance at large SIR or small SNR. Additional designs

and an expansion of these concepts can be found in [11].
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